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Disclaimer: The information in this handbook is subject to change without notice due to human and physical resource allocations.
The course identified in this handbook will attract a fee; where a fee applies it has been mentioned in the course brief throughout this
handbook. All subject fees are outlined in the Student Resources Handbook, which is available at the office.
Some courses will only proceed if sufficient numbers of students enrol at the time of Subject Selection process.
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Vision
The Dance Excellence Program is specifically designed to provide highly capable students with the
opportunity to pursue more intensive dance training and performance opportunities, with an
emphasis on the holistic, all-round dancer. We’re aiming for the best in every dancer!
The Dance Program of Excellence aims to promote:
• Individual development of the ‘future you’ - developing each and every dancer to versatile,
adaptable dancer and promote life-long learning in dance
•

Build and extend on talent in technical and expressive skills covering a range of commercial
dance forms like Jazz, Hip Hop and Contemporary

•

Develop the holistic dancer with exposure to all facets of dance including strength and
conditioning, fitness, anatomy and nutrition for performance, mental health, and dance
teaching and management

•

Working with community partners and industry professionals

•

Extending choreographic and creative skills for 21st century success

•

Focus on rewarding processes and growth for each dancer, not just the final product.

At the conclusion of the program students will have acquired a high-level of training in commercial
styles of dance. Graduates from our Program of Excellence thrive post-schooling as life-long
learners who are adaptable, critical thinkers, and ready to face the challenges of a changing society.
It is important to be aware that the Dance Excellence Program is not intended to replace an out of
school dance program that your child may already be enrolled in. They are designed as an additional
class to compliment and extend and supplement the training that dance students receive from their
community dance schools and teachers.

Students Measures of Success:
•
•
•
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Celebrate success – not just the dancer and performer but as a person and their individual
growth
A percentage of students go onto to study elite pathways and dance careers in education or
performance
Demonstration of 21st century skills for life-long learning
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Partnership
PHLUXUS2 DANCE COLLECTIVE
We are excited to announce our new partnership with Phluxus2 Dance Collective (phluxus2.com),
an award winning and boundary bashing Brisbane-based dance theatre company founded in 2006.
Their work explores beautifully abstract movement landscapes that turn paradigms of performance
on its head. The collective of over 100 boasts some of Brisbane’s best dance artists and seeks to
challenge concepts of best practice, creating performance work that is relevant and change making.
The company’s major works include: The Machine that Carries the Soul (awarded), The Opposite of
Prompt, Chinese whispers/broken telephone, Boiling Point, De-generator, The Paratrooper Project,
Angel-monster, and the annual new work seeding initiative THE indepenDANCE PROJECT. The
company has been nominated and awarded numerous accolades including Critics Choice for Best
Choreography 2007 Short and Sweet Dance Festival, Runner Up for Best Performance in Dance and
Movement 2006 The Age Melbourne Fringe Festival and over 13 long list nominations in the
Australian Dance Awards. Two recent Australian Dance Award nominations for community activation
programs THE indepenDANCE PROJECT and Y Connect Inner Outer Space creating for the
education community.
The company, in its fifteenth year, has had many highlights. These include artist in residencies with
The Firkin Crane in Ireland, Cairns Centre of Contemporary Arts, Dancenorth, The Judith Wright
Centre of Contemporary Arts, Backbone Arts, The Tivoli and Metro Arts in the premier of new work
Explain Normal in collaboration with The Aha Ensemble. The company has performed across
Australia and internationally at the World Dance Alliance Global Summit South Korea and the
American Dance Guild Festival in New York, to name a few. The company has strong and important
ties with the education and community sectors teaching workshops, performing and creating work for
young artists across the state,
Dance Excellence students will be working closely with industry professionals to develop, extend and
enrich students dance potential.
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Program Overview
The Dance Excellence course has been designed to provide dancers with the opportunity to further
develop their dance technique, whilst completing essential Health and Physical Education (HPE)
course work. The curriculum is built around the Australian Curriculum HPE and The Queensland
Curriculum Arts – Dance and the Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE).

PERFORMANCE STREAM

CHOREOGRAPHY STREAM

Semester 1

Semester 2

TERM 1 / TERM 2

TERM 3

TERM 4

Technical and expressive skills

Choreographic skills
and
whole class and small
group choreography
for performance

Collaborative
choreography with
individual and solo
choreography
assessment

Performance item
in the styles of lyrical, contemporary, hip hop or
jazz / musical theatre

HPE Theory
Over the course of the year, students participate in HPE theory lessons, covering various topics
aligned with HPE Australian Curriculum.
Strength and Conditioning
Fitness sessions are embedded within class time and will complement the focus of the term
HIIT, Extend barre, Pilates and Yoga.
Technical Skills

Technical skills are built through partnership and workshops with Phluxus2 Dance Collective as
well, and term feedback sheets aligning with exercises set by teachers and alumni.
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HPE Theory
Over the course of the year, students participate in HPE theory lessons, covering various topics and
aligning with HPE Australian Curriculum.
TERM
1
2
3
4
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YEAR 7

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

Safety

Mental Health and
Wellbeing for Dancers

Health Benefits / Lifestyle
for Dancers

Nutrition for Dancers

Components of Fitness for
Dancers

Food Diary and Health for
Dancers

Drugs and Alcohol

Adolescents

Respectful Relationships

Adolescent Relationships

Anatomy for Dancers

First Aid
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A Dance Excellence Student Timetable
Students are enrolled in a core dance program for two lessons a week and also undertake two
compulsory additional classes outside of the timetable (before school 7:30 am – 8:40 am or after
school 2:50 pm – 4:00 pm).
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Developmental Levels
In order to develop the best in every dancer, the period 0 and 5 classes are not year level based, but
development based and are streamed according to their skill levels. Students partake in a vertical
curriculum structure, focusing on individual skill development.
Level 1 – Emerging
Students have enthusiasm for dance and technical and expressions are still emerging or developing.
We will first apply growth in these areas by focusing on technique and technical skills like balance,
coordination, alignment and flexibility before starting performance opportunities. Performance items
are usually shortened focusing on technique, and at times, combined with other levels to improve
performance confidence. Expressive skills will be taught and developed throughout, however the
primary focus is technique.
Level 2 – Extension
Students have enthusiasm and dedication to dance. This level is about extending and improving on
your core dance skills like balance, coordination, alignment and flexibility. Performance items in this
level challenge students through longer performance time, quick tempo, dynamic changes and more
complex dance skills.
Level 3 – Exceeding
Students show great commitment and enthusiasm to dance. They have strong skills in dance and
this level is about complementing and helping you exceed in dance - both technically and
expressively. This level focused on extending and improving on your wonderful core dance skills like
balance, coordination, alignment and flexibility. Performance items in this level are longer and more
complex through tempo changes.

Enrichment Opportunities
•
•
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Entry into competitions and community dance performance, as well and school events such
as Open Day, Speech Nigh and Dance Night
Incursions with Phluxus2 Dance
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Behaviour and Expectations

Students are expected to maintain the following reporting expectations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effort – Very good or above (This includes uniform – every lesson, every day)
Behaviour – Very good or above
Attendance – at least 92% attendance
Achievements – A or B result in Dance Excellence; C+ in all other subjects
Other learning areas – C+ achievement; very good or above in behaviour and effort across all
learning areas
Adhere to and emulate the Corinda 3C’s in all facets of schooling – Co-Operation,
Commitment, Courtesy

Students are aware of their progress and monitored if at risk. There are opportunities provided for
students to participate in and reflect on the assessment of their work and set goals for the future.

B
E
H
A
V
I
O
U
R

EXCELLENT

VERY GOOD

SATISFACTORY

NEEDS ATTENTION

UNACCEPTABLE

Always arrives on
time in uniform, with
all necessary
equipment

Arrives on time in
uniform, with all
necessary
equipment (3 x
uniform misses)

Mostly arrives on time
in uniform, with all
necessary equipment
(5 x uniform misses)

Sometimes on time
in uniform, with all
necessary
equipment

Rarely on time in
uniform, with all
necessary equipment

Mostly takes
responsibility for their
learning

Sometimes takes
responsibility for
their learning

Mostly pays attention
and follows staff
instructions

Sometimes pays
attention and
follows staff
instructions

Mostly focuses on
tasks

Sometimes focuses
on tasks

Mostly engages in class
discussion and answers
questions

Sometimes engages
in class discussion
and answers
questions

Always takes
responsibility for
their learning
Always pays
attention and follows
staff instructions

E
F
F
O
R
T

Consistently focuses
on tasks
Consistently engages
in class discussion
and answers
questions
Consistently problem
solves when given a
challenge
Consistently submits
a quality completed
draft
100% Approved
Absence with
supported parent
contact
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Takes
responsibility for
their learning
Pays attention and
follows staff
instructions

Focuses on tasks
Engages in class
discussion and
answers questions
Problem solves
when given a
challenge
Submits a quality
completed draft
95% Approved
Absence with
supported parent
contact

Mostly problem solves
when given a challenge
Mostly submits a
quality completed
draft
90% Approved Absence
with supported parent
contact

Sometimes problem
solves when given a
challenge
Mostly submits a
quality completed
draft

Rarely takes
responsibility for their
learning
Rarely pays attention
and follows staff
instructions

Rarely focuses on tasks
Rarely engages in class
discussion and
answers questions
Rarely problem solves
when given a
challenge
Rarely submits a
quality completed
draft
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Uniform
All Dance Excellence students will be required to rehearse in full Corinda dance uniform each
lesson.
GIRLS:
•

Corinda Dance ¾ supplex tights $55

•

Corinda leotard black lined $42.35

•

Corinda Dance Excellence Shirt – Included within Year 7 subject levies. If in Year 8 or 9 and
wanting to purchase an ADDITIONAL shirt, please see the Head of Department by the start
of week 6. Order of shirts will happen in Term 1, and prices may vary depending on size of
order (approximately $25-$30 per shirt)

•

Corinda Sports Bag

BOYS
•

Black dance shorts (to be individually sourced)

•

Corinda Dance Excellence Shirt – Included within Year 7 subject levies. If in Year 8 or 9 and
wanting to purchase an ADDITIONAL shirt, please see the Head of Department by the start
of week 6. Order of shirts will happen in Term 1, and prices may vary depending on size of
order (approximately $25-$30 per shirt)

•

Corinda Sports Bag

To purchase Dance Excellence uniforms, go to the roll room to make your purchase, then take the
receipt down to The Arts Teacher Aid in TD staffroom for sizing.
To purchase Sports Bag, go to uniform shop or School Locker.
•

Students are required to own black jazz shoes, canvas or leather ballet shoes and foot
thongs/half shoes. See below for examples
https://www.energetiks.com.au/pivot-360-tech-fit_2
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Hair and Costumes
All hair beyond shoulder length should be neatly tied back into a pony tail or bun during all
rehearsals. Students are expected to wear their performance uniform with pride at all times. They
are not to adopt a “casual look” prior to, or following rehearsals and classes by the wearing of
leotards or tights under their uniform. Students are able to arrive and leave in Dance uniform for
early morning or late classes if travelling by private vehicle, but must be in full dance uniform.
Students are provided with costume for all their performance items. Occasionally, we ask students to
provide their own items.

Performance Kit
All Dance Excellence students are required to have a performance kit for competitions and
community performance:

Hair

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hair ties same as hair colour
French or bun pins in hair colour
Bobby pins
Water spray
Hairspray
Hair gel
Comb
Brush

Undergarments

•

•

Appropriate underwear (e.g. supportive with nude/clear straps
etc.) as needed for each costume
Skin coloured Essential Dance Tights (Convertible) from
Energetiks
Black bike shorts (no logos, patterns or mesh)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liquid foundation in matched skin tone
Concealer and highlighter
Powder
Pink blush
Eyeshadow in shades of black and brown and golds:
Black eyeliner
Black mascara
False eyelashes (Optional)
Bold red lipstick and pink/brown tone lipstick
Make-up remover or wipes

•

Make-up
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Other items

•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety pins
Needle and thread
Scissors
Cotton tips
Tissues
Hair straightener (optional)

Specific details of costumes will be provided for each performance in a separate document

Dance Excellence Fees
Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

$190pp

$160pp

$180pp

The prompt payment of fees enables the program to run efficiently.
Invoices will be sent home with payment instructions and due dates and must be paid prior to student
commencing the program.
Fees are non-refundable. Prices are approximate at time of print.
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Calendar for 2022
Term 1
Dance Intensive Day

February 18th

Speech Night

March TBC

Term 2
Dance Intensive Day

April 20th

Open Day

May 7th

BPAC Dance Eisteddfod

June 17-20th of June Date TBC

Term 3
Beenleigh Dance Eisteddfod

August 1st – 4th

Corinda Carnivale

September 16th TBC

Term 4
Dance Night

October TBC

Graduation Performance (optional)

November TBC

Excellence Evening

December TBC

***Exact dates will be confirmed closer to the event due to potential COVID impacts.
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Student Feedback
As part of our ongoing formative assessment and feedback, each student will have a profile sheet.
This will track fitness, strength, flexibility as well as technical skills in the key areas. This will be a
platform for growth feedback methods in conjunction with students’ summative assessments in HPE
Theory and Practical assessment tasks.

Feedback and Reporting
Students will receive report cards at the end of in Term 1, Term 2 and Term 4.
Parent-teacher conferences occur twice a year in Term 2 and Term 3.
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Teaching Faculty
Contact Details
Please phone 3379 0222 to make direct contact with the relevant staff.
Deputy Principal
Carri-Ann Smith

excellence@corindashs.com.au

Head of Department – The Arts
Claire Noble

cenob0@eq.edu.au

Teachers
Aimee Boddice

abodd11@eq.edu.au

Georgia Nothling

gnoth4@eq.edu.au

General Enquiries

dance@corindashs.eq.edu.au

Mrs Aimee Boddice
Aimee is an experienced senior teacher and has been teaching dance in a high school setting for 15
years. She has taught students in ATAR Dance, core dance and developed the Dance Excellence
program in its inception in 2014. Prior to this she taught in studios for many years across Brisbane
preparing students for exams, eisteddfod and concert work. Aimee has trained in and completed all
her exams in the B.A.L syllabus for Jazz, Tap and Ballet as well as graduating with her teaching
certificates. She has also completed teacher training for the B.B.D.S Hip Hop syllabus. Aimee studied
a Bachelor of Creative Industries at QUT, majoring in dance, drama and event management before
moving to her education degree where she graduated with honours. She has danced on stage with
the Queensland Ballet and been involved in many dance festivals and performances across
Brisbane, Sunshine Coast and the Gold Coast. Aimee loves teaching dance especially the
commercial styles of Jazz, Tap and Lyrical and loves sharing her passion with her students.
Miss Georgia Nothling
Georgia has been teaching in a high school setting for 6 years across state and private sectors
(Moreton Bay College, Brisbane State High School and Corinda State High School). She also has
experience educating students at studios, including Annette Roselli Dance Academy. Georgia has
trained in and completed her Royal Academy of Dance (RAD) training to Advanced 2 and completed
Glenn Wood tap training. Along with her Bachelor Fine Arts (Dance) and Graduate Diploma
Secondary education, Georgia has also completed her RAD teacher training. She has had extensive
experience in a range of styles including Contemporary, Jazz, Tap and Hip Hop. Georgia has danced
with the Australian Ballet and other independent artist at a range of venues including GOMA. At
Corinda, Georgia has been in charge of leading the Senior Dance Troupe to success at many
Brisbane based Eisteddfods. She has fostered the potential of many Dance Excellence students and
pioneered the current Dance and Dance Excellence program. Georgia has a passion for Dance and
performance and thrives on building on students’ techniques to enable them to achieve their best.
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